
12 June 1969

Lakehead Amateur Radio Club

The original minutes for the period during which Kim Fernie - VE3EFW was
Secretary Treasurer are not available. This, and other missing minutes
have been complied from the relevant issue of High-Q, Jim - VE3UA.

The following attended the June 1969 regular meeting:

Kim Fernie - VE3EFW, Walter Dueck - VE3EFI,
Steve Bush - VE3EBS, Bill Roberts - VE3ARN,
Frank Start - VE3AJ, Bill Unger,
Ray Forslund - VE3EDZ, Mike Mitt,
Peter Boyle - VE3DPJ, Hughie MacDonald - VE3FSE,
Stan Chorley - VE3ECR, John Devavanyi; and
Bill Klemacki - VE3EEW, Adolph Karasiewicz.
Les Harris - VE3AYZ,

The EMO had requested (that we) provide a list of technical and operating
personnel for their communications system(s).

After the dinner meeting expenses had been taken care of, there was a grand
total of $35.51 in the treasury.

The local Boy Scouts Association sent along a letter asking for volunteers
to help out with their Dog Lake Camp site.

Bill Roberts - VE3ARN was to tackle the problem of a new list of volunteers
for the Search and Rescue operations.

Bill Klemacki - VE3EEW reported that the classes were continuing at a
normal pace, with about 6 or 7 new licensees expected by September.

The request from the CNIB for a donation to the CNIB Radio Club was put
into abeyance until the September gathering.

A thank you letter was read from John - VE3GOG on behalf of the Dryden ARC
who were (in Thunder Bay) attending the May dinner meeting.

Kim Fernie - VE3EFW volunteered a bow to be used in putting up the 80 Metre
dipole on searches.

Mike Mitt said he would donate a Scrap Album to the Club.

Liaison between the Lakehead Amateur Radio Club and the Lakehead Search and
Rescue Unit was to be provided by Les Harris - VE3AYZ.

Continued discussion on the (permanent) location of the HW-12A took place,
and until such time as arrangements can be made with EMO for more keys to the
Building, the rig would be kept at 'Kuzzin Klem's', Bill Klemacki - VE3EEW.

The juicy part of the coffee clutch concerned Field Day. The Chairman was
Stan Chorley - VE3ECR (volunteer), and discussions and dissertation on
antennas, rigs, provisions not to mention personnel, took place. See separate
report.

The meeting adjourned for coffee and goodies, courtesy of Ray Forslund -
VE3EDZ.
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